Urban computing creates novel solutions for smart city systems by integrating with ubiquitous sensing, cooperative communication, and data/code collection or dissemination technologies. In this paper, a collaborative code dissemination (CCD) approach with two-way vehicle to everything (V2X) paradigm is proposed by using vehicles act as code mules to disseminate code with fast and low cost style for urban Computing. The main innovation of the CCD-V2X scheme, which is different from the previous code dissemination method, is the use of three cooperative communication methods to speed up the dissemination of code. They are Roadside Smart Devices (RSDs) to vehicle (R2V), vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and R2V combined V2V (R2V-V2V) communications method. The corresponding three code dissemination schemes are proposed as follow: (1) The Code Dissemination with Roadside Smart Device Assisted (short as CDRSDA) scheme is proposed for vehicles to fast disseminate code in which the vehicles can receive code from RSDs that have get update code. (2) A Code Dissemination with V2V Transmission Assisted (short as CDVVA) scheme is proposed to improve the performance of code dissemination by enabling the transmission from code mules that have update code to the code mules that have no update code. (3) The R2V combined V2V (R2V-V2V) scheme is proposed which can further improve the performance by using both R2V and V2V communication method. The CCD scheme has been extensively experimentally verified by using real vehicle trajectory data. The experimental results show that: Compared with the Traditional Scheme, the CDRSDA scheme, CDVVA scheme, R2V-V2V scheme can be increased by up to 35.42%, 35.42%, 34.72%, respectively from the code diffusion coverage performance index, and from the speed performance indicators, the three schemes increased by at least 68.4%, 89.3% and 90.3%.
And they are used to sense and acquire various data to achieve the goal of the universal pervasiveness [16] [17] [18] . At the same time, multiple applications can be satisfied on the same platform as the increasing of functions and performance of sensing devices. This saves the time and cost that required for deployment [19] [20] [21] .
The development of communication and microprocessor technology has promoted the development of mobile edge computing and cloud computing, especially in the upcoming 5G era, users can more easily use cloud services. Of course, how to accurately and quickly deliver services to end users is still a challenging issue. Al Ridhawi et al. [22] envisions a real-time, context-aware, service-composition collaborative framework that lies at the edge of the network, comprising MEC and user devices for fast composite service delivery. And the authors proposed a solution that decomposes cloud data into a set of services. Frequently requested are further cached onto user mobile devices and using the service composition technology to guaranteed QoE of service and fast delivery. In addition, the cloud service and mobile edge computing are very useful for Intelligent and Connected Transportation System (ICTS). They can help ICTS for better drive experience such as multimedia service, smart navigation service. In order to achieve better service experience, Al Ridhawi et al. [23] proposed a new service provision scheme to provide continuous availability of diversified cloud services targeting vehicular cloud users through a clusterbased Trusted Third Party (TTP) framework. TTP can find service providers with high QoE and predicate the future location of vehicular cloud user to allow services to be negotiated for before the vehicle's arrival. These approaches bring higher QoE and lower end-to-end latency.
In order to achieve the goal of smart city, the number of sensing devices deployed in the city is increasing rapidly. Roadside smart devices (RSDs) play a particularly important role in building smart city [6] , [24] . RSDs refer to a large number of sensing devices with short-range wireless communication on the side of the road [6] , [24] . On the one hand, these sensing devices can monitor and data the events and physical phenomena on both sides of the road [24] [25] [26] [27] ; the main role of RSDs on the other hand is to be able to communicate with the mobile vehicle to form a mobile vehicle network [2] , [6] , [7] , [24] , [28] , [29] . RSDs can also be used as relay routers to connect with various sensing devices deployed on both sides of the road [30] [31] [32] . For example, there may be various temporary or permanent sensor nodes in the residential areas on the sides of the road. They can act as sink nodes to organize the wireless sensor nodes of the residential area to form a network [33] [34] [35] [36] . And the RSDs can connect with the mobile vehicle to exchange data with outside. So that the whole city can be connected and realize the interconnection of everything to realize smart. City's goal [6] , [24] .
Vehicle plays an important role as a bridge and link in the realization of smart city [2] , [6] , [7] , [24] . First, Vehicle itself is a mobile sensing and communication platform with rich sensing devices. It contains many optical, acoustic, physics, mechanical and other sensing devices, such as vehicle speed sensing, vibration sensing, temperature, humidity, and acceleration sensing devices. [2] , [6] , [7] . At the same time, the vehicle is also equipped with a wealth of communication equipment to communicate with various communication devices. This is the so-called vehicle to everything (V2X) communication paradigm. [37] . There have been many studies of mobile vehicle networks. In these studies, mobile vehicles are moving in cities as a mobile sensing device [6] , [24] , [38] . When it moves into the communication range of the RSDs, it can communicate with the RSDs, so that the data sensed by the RSDs can be obtained (the data may be also the data perceived by other sensing devices connected to the RSDs). After the mobile vehicle receives the data, if it moves to the data center communication range, it can dump the data to the data center. Based on the above idea, Bonola et al. [38] proposed an economic data collection scheme for mobile vehicle network by using the vehicle as data mules. Bonola et al. [38] proved that data collection by taxi as data mules is feasible. They found through an experiment using many real city taxis that the taxi trajectory can cover the entire city and achieve a high data collection rate. And this is a kind of low-cost Data collection mode without the investment of additional infrastructure.
Another technology that promotes the development of smart city is software-define technology [39] . Soft definition technology is a new promising technology. Its core idea is using software achieve the function of some hardware. That is when designing hardware, using common modular hardware, and different functions can be achieved by loading different software programs [39] . This technology can improve the reusability of devices. Therefore, it is very important in smart city [6] , [24] . If sensing devices can achieve various functions by receiving the program code using soft-defined technology, then some applications only need to disseminate their own program code the sensing devices in the city and these sensing devices can achieve the functions required by these applications, such as data collection, data calculation, specific response according to specific situations. This will greatly facilitate the deployment of smart city applications, reduce the deployment time, and thus greatly promote the development of smart city applications [6] , [24] .
How to effectively spread code to sensing devices in the city is an important issue. The mobile vehicle can collect the data of the sensing device to the data center. And disseminate the program codes to the sensing device is an inverse process of the data collection. If the program code is stored in the data center, the code dissemination can also be conducted by the mobile vehicle. (In order to distinguish from the data center, this paper will call the devices stored update code as the code station. In fact, they can be the same device which has shortrange wireless communication capabilities and can store data and code). In this way, when the mobile vehicle passes the code stations, the update code can be obtained. And when the mobile vehicle reaches into the RSDs communication range, the codes can be transmitted to the RSDs that require the code [6] , [24] . RSDs can also adopt the codes dissemination strategy in the wireless sensor network (WSN) to disseminate the update code to the entire WSN. It can be seen that the code dissemination using vehicles random routing is also a low-cost, effective strategy. There are the following main components in this code dissemination method: (1) Code station. Code station is the storage device stored the application update code. (2) RSDs. RSDs are the sensing devices that need to update the code. RSDs can be spread to other sensing devices connected to this RSDs after obtaining the code, but this paper does not consider this secondary code re-dissemination. (3) Vehicle. The vehicle is the spreader of code. It first needs to obtain the code from the code station. That is, when the vehicle enters the wireless transmission range of the code station, the code station can transmit the update code to the vehicle. And in the progress of moving, the update code can be transmitted to the RSDs when the vehicle passes through the RSDs so that the RSDs can get the update code.
There have been some studies on code dissemination through mobile vehicles. For example, we proposed in [24] the Vehicular as Code Mules based Code Dissemination (VCMCD) model for code dissemination under the condition that the vehicle has limited storage. In VCMCD model, there are multiple applications in the city, each application only updates its own sensing devices, and each application needs to update the code is not the same. Due to the limited storage capacity of vehicles, vehicles need to obtain the most urgently needed code to spread when they pass the code storage station. In our proposed algorithm, the code is divided into different priorities according to its coverage. And the code that can maximize the coverage is preferentially selected to disseminate so that better results can be achieved.
However, there are still some aspects where can be further studied based on previous research. The detail is:
(1) The code dissemination is slow. In previous studies, vehicles got codes when they pass the code stations and then transmitted codes to RSDs if they met RSDs in the process of random movement. This kind of dissemination mode has a slower dissemination speed. It takes a long time to disseminate the code into the RSDs. But the application needs to disseminate the code to every RSD in the city as quickly as possible. Because in the process of code dissemination, the functions of the updated RSDs and the RSDs that have not been updated are different, the data quality, the way of data collection and the type of data are also different. During the progress of code dissemination, the application system might be affected, and the collected data might be also inconsistent. Therefore, it is hoped that the time of inconsistency will be as short as possible. However, because the current research uses a single code diffusion method, its code dissemination time is longer and cannot be accurately predicted, so it is harmful to the application.
(2) Code dissemination coverage issue. In the previous research, although data collection and code dissemination both need a large number of vehicles in the city, there are differences in the way. In the data collection, each vehicle can collect data as long as it passes through the RSDs. However, in the code dissemination, only those vehicles that have gotten the codes from the code station can disseminate the codes to RSDs. There aren't a lot of vehicles in the code station, especially if there are fewer code stations deployed in the city. Therefore, this single way that vehicles get the code makes the code dissemination speed be slow, and this will also hinder the development of the application.
Our analysis found that the main reason for the current low performance of the code dissemination strategy is that the vehicles get the code in a single way. The code can only be obtained from the code station, and does not make full use of the superiority of the vehicle to everything (V2X) communication paradigm. Therefore, in this paper, we make full use of the V2X communication paradigm and propose two new code dissemination modes to improve the performance of code dissemination. (1) The code dissemination method using vehicle to vehicle (V2V). By this method, when a vehicle A without code met a vehicle B with code, B can transmit the code to A using V2V communication. The vehicle that has obtained the code is equivalent to some mobile vehicle code station (MVCS) in the city. These MVCS move and spread in the city, and the more vehicles that spread, the more MVCS moves in the city. That is, the number of code stations is rapidly growing in the city after such a process. This can greatly accelerate the dissemination process of codes.
(2) RSDs to vehicle (R2V) code dissemination method. In this way, make full use of the RSDs that have obtained the code to act as the code station. If the vehicle without the code passes the communication range of the RSDs, the RSDs will transmit the code to the vehicle. That is to say, the RSDs that have obtained the codes serve as the function of the code station. Similarly, as the conducting of codes dissemination, the number of RSDs that get code increases. This is equivalent to the increase in the number of codes stations. When combined with the above two code dissemination modes, as the conducting of code dissemination the moving MVCS and fixed RSDs that can act as the code station will both increase, which will greatly accelerate the dissemination process of the code and improve the code dissemination performance. Based on the above ideas, in this paper, a collaborative code dissemination (CCD) approach with two-way vehicle to everything (V2X) paradigm is proposed by using vehicles act as code mules to spread code with fast and low cost style for urban Computing. The main innovations of the work are as follows:
(1) The main innovation of the CCD-V2X scheme different from previous code dissemination is the use of three cooperative communication methods to speed up the dissemination of code and improve the dissemination coverage. These three methods are Code Dissemination with Roadside Smart Device Assisted (CDRSDA) scheme; Code Dissemination with V2V Transmission Assisted (CDVVA) scheme and the R2V combined V2V (R2V-V2V) scheme.
(2) The CCD scheme has been extensively experimentally verified by using real vehicle trajectory data. The experimental results show that: Compared with the Traditional Scheme, the CDRSDA scheme, CDVVA scheme, R2V-V2V scheme can be increased by up to 35.42%, 35.42%, 34.72%, respectively from the code diffusion coverage performance index, and from the speed performance indicators, the three schemes increased by at least 68.4%, 89.3% and 90.3%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the related works are reviewed. The system model and problem statement are described in Section III. In Section IV, the CCD-V2X scheme design is presented. Experimental result and comparison is conducted in Section V. The conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Smart city has a very large number of sensing devices, which constitute an important part of the edge network [7] , [16] , [40] . The current network is moving from a central cloud computing model to a Fog computing model [1] , [26] [27] [28] , together with the development of artificial intelligence [41] , powered the development of edge network [7] , [16] , [40] . There are many issues that need to be studied, such as security issues [42] , [43] , privacy protection issues [44] , [45] , network architecture issues, distributed computing problems. The data collection [46] , [47] and the update of sensing devices have been the focus of research. Although this article discusses how to spread the code in the code station to the RSDs in the city [6] , [24] , there are more studies on how to collect data from various sensing devices to the data center in the city through Vehicular [38] , [46] . In fact, the operation of collecting data from various sensing devices to the data center is the inverse of the code dissemination in this article. But both two operations use the methods of opportunity routing and cooperative communication. This paper first introduces the research related to data collection, then introduces the related research of data dissemination, and finally introduces the research related to code dissemination which is directly related to this paper.
A. THE RESEARCH ON DATA COLLECTION
Bonola et al. [38] consider a scenario that many smart sensing devices are deployed in the city. These sensing devices are widely deployed on both sides of the road to sense and collect data from the surrounding environment. But many sensing devices are temporarily deployed, or sporadic deploy to locations that need to be monitored. For example, some sensor devices can be deployed in the trash can to monitor if the bins are full and if they need to be removed. Or some sensor devices can be deployed on the side of the road to monitor the working status of the lights. But how to collect the data perceived by these sensing devices is a challenging issue. If the solution is solved by deploying a wired network, the cost of the deployment is too high. In addition, these sensing devices are temporarily deployed in many cases, and the location will keep changing as the construction progresses, so the deployment of a dedicated communication line is costly. Therefore, Bonola et al. [38] believe that the use of taxi fleets as data carriers for data collection is a better low-cost data collection method. The method they proposed is: Since the taxi keeps moving in the city, when the taxi passes through the sensing device, the sensing devices can transmit the data they perceived to the taxi. And when the taxi passes the application center, it can collect the data carried by taxi. Since the number of taxis in the city is very large, and they are randomly moving, it is highly possible that the trajectory of taxis the city can cover the city, and no additional infrastructure is needed, so the cost of delay-insensitive data collection can be very low. Bonola et al. [38] conducted experiments through data on the true trajectory of taxis in the city and found that after a period of time, the probability of vehicle trajectories covering the city is indeed very high. This verifies that collecting data through the low-cost way of opportunity routing such as vehicle can achieve better results.
But in the above method, it is assumed that the storage capacity of the vehicle is infinite, so as long as the vehicle passes through the sensing device, it can pick up the perceived data. In practice, the storage capacity of the vehicle is not infinite, and its storage space is limited. In such a case, the above method is not suitable. This is because, the number of vehicles in the central area of the city is very large in general, and the data perceived by the sensing devices in these areas can be quickly picked up by the vehicle. For the remote areas of the city, the frequency of the vehicles passing through the remote areas is small, even no vehicle passes these areas in a long period of time. So, the sensing data in these areas need wait long time to be picked up. In such a situation, the data center will get a lot of data from the central node of the urban area, and the collection frequency is high. But it gets a small amount of data collected in the remote areas, and the collection frequency is also low. In the case where the storage capacity of the vehicle is limited and the sensing data is not prioritized, when new sensing data needs to be picked up but the storage capacity of the car is full, the car will either not pick up the new data, or delete a part of collected data to make room to pick up new data. In response to this situation, Tang et al. [48] proposed a simulated annealing based data collection (SADC) scheme to solve the above problem. The main idea of the SADC scheme is as follows: for the data center, it hopes to be able to collect sensing data of all area of the cities at a certain frequency. But it does not hope to collect a huge amount of data from the central area while a very small number of data from remote areas. In other words, the data center wants to periodically collect data that evenly covers the entire city. Xiang et al. [46] believe that in order to achieve the above objectives, the priority of sensing devices in different regions of the city is different. Obviously, the data perceived by the sensing devices in remote areas is more difficult to collect because there are few vehicles passing by. These areas, and thus the probability that their data is picked up is low. Once collected, it cannot be easily dropped due to insufficient memory capacity. Therefore, such data has a high priority. And the sensing data from urban areas have a higher possibility to be picked up. If some urban sensing data are dropped by a vehicle due to lacking storage. It is still highly possible for these urban sensing data to be re-picked up by other vehicles. Therefore, this type of data has a low priority. The SADC scheme proposed by Tang et al. [48] uses the simulated annealing algorithm to calculate the contribution of each sensing data to the current data collection task to determine its priority. Then, vehicles can be directed according to the result of the calculation when picking up sensing data, the data with higher priority is preferentially collected. And when the storage capacity of the vehicle is full, the data with low priority will be deleted. Thus, the data collection target can be better realized.
B. THE RESEARCH ON DATA DISSEMINATION
The data dissemination is one of the most important way to achieve the applications of the vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). But there are challenging issues to achieve data dissemination with good performance due to the high mobility and uncontrolled running path of vehicles for VANETs. The main issues are: How to increase the data delivery ratio and how to reduce the delay.
There are lots of works has studied forcing on one or more of the above issues. And there are mainly three ways to improve the performance of the data dissemination.
(1) First is the improvement based on the basic V2V transmission. In order to improve the delivery ratio, Zhu et al In [49] developed an accurate trajectory prediction method by using multiple order Markov chains. And authors proposed routing algorithms taking full advantage of predicted probabilistic vehicular trajectories, achieved higher delivery ratio. In [50] , the authors proposed a channel prediction-based scheduling strategy and the channel prediction is built upon the recursive least squares algorithm which has low computational complexity. Their strategy can reduce the transmission delay. Another way to reduce the delay are proposed in [51] , that is a novel dual-radio routing protocol by collaborating between WiFi and Eagle Eye (EE) radios. Their protocol can significantly alleviate the delivery delay in a distributed manner.
These above works can improve the data delivery ratio or reduce the data transmission delay, but the inherent weak point of pure V2V VANET is obviously performance degradation in low vehicle density scenarios.
(2) Second is improving by using the assist of roadside infrastructure and add the V2I transmission [52] [53] [54] . The roadside infrastructure (or RSU) can store the data when no best path to route, and forward the data when a suitable vehicle comes. Therefore, the roadside infrastructure can help improve the performance of the data dissemination especially in low vehicle density scenario. Ding et al in [52] proposed SADV (short for Static-Node-Assisted Adaptive Data Dissemination in Vehicular Networks), which is a static-node assisted adaptive data-dissemination protocol for vehicular networks. By the help of the static node and a multipath routing mechanism adopted in SADV, the data delivery delay is dramatically reduced under low vehicle densities scenarios. Kui et al. [54] introduced a store-and-forward framework for VANETs with extra storage using ''drop boxes'' and proposed an optimal routing strategy to minimize the expected path delay. Their simulation results show a better delay performance and delivery ratio performance compared with the data dissemination without drop boxes. Liu et al. [55] proposed an infrastructure-assisted message dissemination framework and a beacon scheduling algorithm to achieve the timely and reliable data dissemination. And the simulation experiment results confirm the effectiveness of their proposed protocol.
These works improve the performance based on the assist of roadside infrastructure can significantly improve the performance of data dissemination especially in the low vehicle density scenarios, but the infrastructure deploy cost is very high compare with the pure V2V VANET.
(3) And last is improvement using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) assisted which is emerging recently [7] , [56] [57] [58] . The UAV has developed very fast recent year and it has the ability to carry data communication already, the UAV can be flexibly placed almost anywhere above the roads. The UAV assisted data dissemination is being a promising way to improve the performance of the data dissemination. Wang et al. [58] proposed a Vehicle-Drone hybrid vehicular ad hoc Network (VDNet), which utilizes UAVs, particularly quadrotor drones, to boost vehicle-to-vehicle data message transmission under instructions conducted by their distributed vehicle location prediction algorithm. In VDNet, the vehicle can equip an on-board UAV which can deliver the data directly to destination and do other tasks. Oubbati et al. [56] proposed UVAR: a UAV-Assisted VANETs routing protocol to improve the data connectivity when VANET is poorly dense. And Oubbati et al. [57] proposed UVAR-G and UVAR-S which are the extension protocols based on UAVR. UVAR-G use the UAV to help vehicle to make better routing decision and UVAR-S can forward the data through the transmission between UAVs, these two protocols show better performance both on the delivery ratio and delay.
The data dissemination with UAV assisted has better performance compared with pure V2V dissemination. But the battery of UAV is limited that means the UAVs cannot work for a long time, makes this improve method hard to apply in the actual traffic environment.
C. THE RESEARCH ON CODE DISSEMINATION
The Code dissemination for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has been widely studied [59] . This type of research corresponds to the code dissemination process in the wireless sensor networks connected to this RSDs after the RSDs obtain the codes. Comparing' to the data dissemination in the vehicular network, code dissemination in WSNs is relatively smaller in scope and more sensitive to energy consumption and delay. In WSNs, the code dissemination is generally broadcast from the sink, and the node that receives the code broadcasts again to make all the nodes in the network receive the code. However, the use of this flooding broadcast method will greatly consume the energy of the node, so the efficiency is not high. Therefore, some researchers have proposed a strategy to limit the number of broadcast nodes, that is, to minimize the number of nodes participating in the code broadcast, reduce the extra communication overhead, and achieve the design goal of reducing code dissemination time. Many code dissemination strategies are based on Counter-Based Broadcast (DCB) Scheme [60] . Each node in the counting strategy has two key parameters: one is the counting threshold C h . The other is the random access deliay (RAD). After receiving the code, the Node starts counting the number of received codes C m , and the duration of the counting is RAD. If at the end of the counting time, the value of the count C m > C h . then the node stop broadcasting. Conversely, if C m < C h , then this node continues to broadcasts the code. Obviously, the shorter the RAD is set, the higher the probability that the node broadcast. The factors that affect the RAD settings are generally as follows: (1) The farther away the broadcast source is, the smaller the RAD is, and the higher the probability of the node broadcasting, the farther the code disseminate; (2) The number of neighbor nodes. This requires reducing the probability of broadcasting, so the RAD should be set longer; (3) The more residual energy of the node, the greater the probability of becoming a broadcast node [60] ; (4) If the area of the new cover broadcasted by the node is larger, the probability of broadcasting the node is larger.
The above is a distributed broadcast code dissemination strategy. There are many centralized code dissemination strategies in WSNs. The code dissemination of centralized WSNs is also divided into two modes. The main concern of this type of research is how to spread the code to the entire network with minimal transmission. This type of problem is called minimum-transmission broadcast (MTB) problem [59] . In this type of research, the Minimum Connected Dominating Set (MCDS) is a commonly used method. Since the MCDS contains a set of the minimum number of nodes that can cover the entire network. Therefore, it is only necessary to spread the code of the sink to each node on the MCDS to complete the code dissemination. Therefore, the code dissemination strategy is often converted into the process of finding the MCDS and then sending the code to the node on the MCDS.
For the duty cycle based WSNs [4] , [5] , [31] , [47] , it is necessary to modify the above methods to work. This is because in the duty cycle based WSNs, when a node broadcasts in its own active slot, only the nodes that are also active in the broadcast range can receive the code, but the nodes that are in sleep cannot receive the code. If the nodes on the MCDS broadcast once in each slot, it can make each node in the network receive the code. But there are more broadcasts in this method, and some broadcasts can be omitted. Therefore, some researchers have proposed strategies to reduce the number of broadcasts and speed up code diffusion. These strategies can be found in [60] .
We also studied code dissemination in the early stage [6] , [24] . We proposed a Vehicular as Code Mules based Code Dissemination (VCMCD) model [24] . The main idea of the VCMCD model is to use the vehicular in the city as code mules for code dissemination. In the VCMCD model, the storage capacity of vehicles is limited [24] . Therefore, when the vehicles pass the code station, they preferentially disseminate the code that needs to be urgently spread to improve system performance. In our proposed optimization algorithm, different application code will be determined to different priority according to the coverage and duration of code dissemination. Then, based on the trajectory of its motion, the vehicles calculate the total benefit brought by carrying different codes to select the code that maximizes the overall benefit. A similar strategy is the Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme (CGCSS) proposed by Ref. [6] .
In Table 1 , we summarized most the mentioned related work, where DC represent Data Collection, DD represent Data Dissemination or Data Delivery, and CD represent Code Dissemination.
In the above method, the main deficiency in the use of vehicles as mules for the code dissemination is the performance degradation in the late stage of code dissemination. That is, at the beginning of the code dissemination, the dissemination speed is very fast, and as the devices received the code increase, the dissemination speed will be lower and lower, even some devices still can't receive the code in a long time. Therefore, Hu et al. [7] proposed an Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) joint Vehicles as Data mules for program Codes Dissemination (UVDCD) scheme to disseminate codes. The UVDCD scheme first proposed a new model for code dissemination using Unmanned aerial vehicles combined with vehicles. In their approach, at the beginning of the code dissemination, low-cost vehicles are used to disseminate code by opportunistic routing. After a certain time, the code dissemination speed becomes slow, the UAV will be used for code dissemination, which can better solve the performance degradation phenomenon of the code dissemination in the late strategy. However, there are some additional problems with this approach. One is the increased cost of code diffusion. Because the use of vehicles for code dissemination is a piggybacking method, its cost is extremely low. The added UAVs are a kind of specialized equipment, which is costly, need long-term maintenance and regularly updated. And its flight needs to be allowed, so these shortcomings also limit the promotion of its application. Therefore, this paper attempts to fully exploit the characteristics of the vehicular network and proposes a low-cost effective code dissemination strategy.
III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS A. SYSTEM MODEL
This work is based on a scenario of smart city. In order to better understand the model proposed in this paper more specifically, FIGURE 1 depicts the scene of the system model. Assume that there are N Roadside Smart Devices (RSDs) deployed on the roadsides in the city used for applications like air pollution monitoring, noise monitoring, greenfield monitoring and so on. And these RSDs can be updated to adjust the function by receiving an update code in order to meet the various requirements of the application.
Assume that the distance between every two adjacent RSDs are more than the communication range of RSD, that means they cannot communicate with each other directly.
Therefore, it is impossible to get the update code by forming a multi-hop ad-hoc network like the typical wireless sensor network.
In this model, in order to make RSDs get the update code, a code dissemination architecture was proposed that Code Mules was used to disseminate update code to RSDs. In this code dissemination architecture, the update code is assumed to be published by the government department on the Cloud Service Platform (CSP). The running process is shown in System model scenario The Code Station (CS) can get the code via internet and transmit to the nearby Code Mules (CM). And Code Mules that stored update code can transmit the update code to RSDs.
In the following, the details of CSP, CS, CM and RSD will be explained.
(1) The Cloud Service Platform can be seen a control center of this architecture, it is used to publish to lasted update code, select the Code Mules to carry on the code dissemination and other tasks.
(2) The Code Stations are used to deliver the Update Code to the Code Mules, which have the ability to access the Cloud Service Platform via network.
(3) The Code Mules are vehicles equipped with the wireless communication devices in the city. As the cost of driving a vehicle is expensive, it is opportunistic communication that use to achieve the transmission of the update code from Code Station to Code Mule and from Code Mule to RSD. Which means, we need not indicate a Code Mule drive from a Code Station to an RSD to finish the update task. The transmission of the update code just occurs when the Code Mules that drove by the driver for his own purpose pass by a Code Station or RSD.
In this code dissemination architecture, the Code Mules need to be selected by CSP from candidate Code Mules. And in this paper the Cost-efficient Greedy Code Mules Selection Scheme (CGCSS) [6] is used to select the Code Mules to carry on the code dissemination.
(4) The Roadside Smart Devices, are the smart sensor devices that deployed in the roadside which are the important components to form the smart city. These devices can be installed on the trash cans, trees or street lamps to monitor the status of environment or host. FIGURE 2 concisely shows the transmission of update code in the code dissemination architecture. If the users (government departments) want to disseminate an update code to RSDs, just submit the update code to CSP. Then CSP will push the update code to CSs. Next, CSs will disseminate the update code to CMs. Finally, CMs will dissemination the update code to the RSDs. 
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the code dissemination architecture, there are some challenges. As mentioned above, the driving route of Code Mules is not specially planned for the code dissemination but for the driver's own purpose. Moreover, the Code Mules may not help the code dissemination when Code Mules have not gotten the update code from the code station. Thus, it is hard to make sure all the RSDs that need to be updated can get the update code. On the other hand, the progress of code dissemination should be time tolerant in general, but the faster the better. The basic code dissemination architecture may not run well and need to be improved.
In the following, we define the conceptions of completion rate and the code dissemination speed to show clearly the goals for improvement.
Definition 1 [The completion rate (CR)]: Consider a task is to transmit the update code to an RSD, the completed task is that the RSD has received the update code successfully. The completion rate is the completed tasks to total tasks ratio during a period of time. It is usually the primary indicator of the QoS in Code Dissemination. The equation (1) shows the way to calculate the completion rate, where the N completed denotes the number of completed tasks and N total represents the total number of tasks.
Definition 2 [The Code Dissemination Speed (CDS)]:
Similar to the average speed of motion, the code dissemination speed is defined as the difference of completed tasks' number divide the difference of the time. It can be calculated by the equation (2). T 1 , T 2 represent two moments in code dissemination process. And CR 1 , CR 2 are the completion rate in the moment T 1 , T 2 , respectively.
CDS =
In conclusion, we mainly make efforts to improve these two indicators mentioned above in this paper. The main goals of this paper can be summarized in the equation (3). The code dissemination architecture mentioned in section III can be called the Traditional Scheme. To analyze the performance of the Traditional Scheme, 30 simulation experiments are conducted, and detailed log records of the Code Mules are produced. The specific experiment setup can be seen in section V. Based on the log records we have done a deep study to find if there is room for further improvement. In order to explain the study clearly, some definitions are proposed in the following:
IV. THE CCD-V2X SCHEME DESIGN
Definition 3 [The Ratio of CMs That Stored Code (RCC)]: It is the ratio of the number of CMs that stored code denoted by N stored and the total number of CMs by which CGCSS selected denoted by N selected . The RCC can be calculated by equation (4):
Definition 4 [The Ratio of RSD Areas Number That CM Arrived (RAC)]:
It is the ratio of RSD areas number that CM Arrived and the total RSD areas number. The equation (5) can be used to calculate the RAC where N arrived is the number of arrive of:
In fact, the running route of CMs selected by CSP may not cover all the locations of the RSDs, so the CR of code dissemination is usually less than 100% even under the ideal condition that all the selected CMs stored the update code at the beginning. Under ideal condition, the CR of this code dissemination using the selected CMs can be seen as the upper limit. We use C max to denote this upper limit, and actually there is C max = RAC. Because under the ideal condition, the CMs can finish the task as long as CMs arrive in the RSD area. In order to study the influence of RCC on the performance of code dissemination alone, we proposed the Utilization Rate to eliminate the influence of selected CMs.
Definition 5 [The Utilization Rate (UR)]: It is the ratio of completion rate and the upper limit of completion rate of code dissemination by using the selected Code Mules. And UR can be expressed as equation (6). axis is the experiment time during the code dissemination simulation experiment progress, a total of 168 hours or 7 days. As we can see from FIGURE 3, after the end of the simulation experiment, the RCC is less than 80% in all experiments and less than 70% in four simulation experiments. In the 84h after the simulation experiments begin which is the half of the time of the whole simulation experiments, all of the RCC is less than 65% and the RCC in three experiments is even less than 40%. Obviously, it is very slow in the process of the transmission from Code Stations to the Code Mules. And RCC cannot reach 100% even at the end of the experiment. And it might influence the transmission from Code Mules to the RSDs consequently.
To figure out the influence of RCC on the performance of code dissemination, we have used the 30 experiment log records to study the relationship between RCC after the end of the experiment and CR, UR, CDS. The results are shown in the form of scatter diagrams in FIGURE 4, FIGURE 5, FIGURE 6. FIGURE 4 shows the relationship between CR and RCC, and the red line in the figure is the result of the linear fitting. Although the points on the graph are cluttered, it can be seen from the red line that there is a positive correlation between RCC and CR. FIGURE 5 shows the relationship between UR and RCC, these points and red line in the figure also show a positive relationship between RCC and UR. It can be seen from FIGURE 6 that CDS and RCC is a positive relationship as well. In a word, the experiment shows reaching higher RCC after the end of the experiment can reach higher CR, UR, CDS which means the higher performance of code dissemination.
In summary, there is some room to improve the code dissemination performance in Traditional Scheme. And in order to reach higher performance of code dissemination, we can manage to increase the RCC.
B. CODE DISSEMINATION WITH RSD ASSISTED SCHEME
According to the analysis mentioned in the Motivation section, efforts should be made to make more code mules to get the update code earlier.
Inspired by the main idea of BitTorrent Download [61] , the host for download also can be the server for upload, we proposed a scheme which can make more Code Mules get update code earlier and accelerate the speed of code dissemination and increase the task completion rate. It is called Code Dissemination with Roadside Smart Device Assisted Scheme (short as CDRSDA Scheme).
The main idea of the CDRSDA scheme is to enable the transmission of update code from RSD to Vehicle as Code Mule (R2V). When an empty code mule without update code pass by an RSD, the RSD can transmit the update code to the code mule, if this RSD has received the newer version update code before. And FIGURE 7 shows clearly the difference between the CDRSDA scheme and the Traditional scheme. That is, CDRSDA scheme has the update code transmission from Code Station to Code Mule (C2V) and R2V transmission of update code, but the traditional scheme only has C2V transmission. The following is the specific details of the CDRSDA scheme.
1) In the CDRSDA scheme, the Code Mule periodically broadcast the beacon message on the moving. And the beacon message is in the V UC , id format, in which V UC means the version number of the update code stored in the Code Mule and id is the identification of the Code Mule.
2) After the RSD receives the beacon message from Code Mule, the RSD will also broadcast a response beacon message. The beacon message of RSD is in the same format. It seems to be easily confused that which device the beacon message from. Actually, it is easy to figure out by id in the beacon message.
3) At the same the time, RSD will compare the V UC value with the version number of update code of itself.
• If the version number from Code Mule is larger than that of itself, the RSD will ready to receive the newer version update code from Code Mule.
• Otherwise, the RSD will ready to send the update code of itself to the Code Mule. 4) For Code Mule, after the Code Mule receives the beacon message from the RSD, it will do a similar operation as the RSD, compare the version number and ready to send or receive the update code.
In the following, we describe the detail of our scheme in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 concisely. Where V CM is the V UC in the beacon message from Code Mule, which means the version of update code stored in code mule, and V RSD is V UC in the beacon from RSD, which means the version send request message to sending code (R2V) 7: End If 8: End If of update code in RSD. And the meanings of relationships between V CM and V RSD is explained in formula (7) . The computation complexity of Algorithm 1 and 2 is O(1) because them has no traversal operation.
In this scheme, code mules have two way to get the update code, it is a higher possibility for code mules to get the update code earlier compared with the ordinary scheme. Then these cases can be reduced that code mules do not have update code when they pass by RSDs. Finally, more RSDs can receive the update code from code mules in an earlier time. Therefore, the completion rate and the speed of code dissemination can be improved.
CM has newer version UC V CM < V RSD , RSD has newer version UC V CM = V RSD , CM and RSD have thesame version UC (7) C. CODE DISSEMINATION WITH V2V TRANSMISSION ASSISTED SCHEME
In the basic code dissemination (Traditional Scheme), there are wireless communications between Code Station and Code Mule and between Code Mule and RSD. Although only a few parts of candidate code mules take part to the code dissemination, there are many cases of two code mules meet in our code dissemination experiments. That means there are many chances of wireless communication between Code Mules (As the essence of a Code Mule is a vehicle, we call V2V transmission). If Code Mules enable the V2V transmission will increase the possibility of getting the update code and might improve the code dissemination performance. Therefore, we propose the Code Dissemination with V2V Transmission Assisted Scheme (short as CDVVA scheme). The main idea of our proposed CDVVA scheme, code dissemination with V2V transmission scheme, is to add another way to help empty code mule to get the update code earlier and easier by enabling the V2V transmission of update code when code mules are in the same communication range. Actually, V2V transmission using broadcast method is an efficient and suitable way in our condition. Since the number of code mules taking part in the code dissemination is small, the broadcast method of V2V communication can be easier to conduct just with the quite lower possible of broadcast storm problem. As can be seen in FIGURE 8 , the difference between CDVVA Scheme and Traditional Scheme is that CDVVA Scheme has C2V and V2V transmission for Code Mule to get the update code while the Traditional Scheme just has C2V transmission. The main process of CDVVA scheme are as following:
1) Broadcast beacon. Just like the CDRSDA scheme, Code Mule periodically broadcast the beacon message when moving on the street;
2) Receive beacons. A Code Mule might receive the more than one beacon messages from other Code Mules. Assuming a Code Mule CM 0 moving on the street and there are m Code Mules CM 1 , . . . , CM n in the same area. And CM 0 will receive m beacon messages.
3) Decide to send the code or receive the code. After receiving the beacon messages, the Code Mule CM 0 will find the V max UC (max value of V UC ).
• If V 0 UC (the version number of update code stored in CM 0 ) is smaller than V max UC , the CM 0 will stop broadcast the beacon and ready to receive the newer version update code;
• If V 0 UC is equal to V max UC , the CM 0 will ready to broadcast the update code.
• But if there are other Code Mule's V i UC is also equal to the V max UC , only the Code Mule with max id value will do the broadcast to avoid the broadcast collision. At the same time, other Code Mules in the same area will keep silence until the update code broadcast finished.
To be concisely, we show the main process of the CDVVA scheme in Algorithm 3. The computation complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n), because the max{B 0 CM .V 0 UC , . . . , B n CM .V n UC operation need to compare n times where n is the number of beacons from CMs.
Algorithm 3 Code Dissemination With V2V Assisted Scheme
Input: beacons B 0 CM , · · · , B n CM from different CMs Output: message for receiving / sending code 1: CM broadcast the beacon message periodically 2: If CM 0 receive the beacon B 0 CM , . . . , B n CM :
send response message for receiving code 7: Else If V 0 UC == V max UC and N max UC == 1: 8:
send request message for sending code 9: Else: 10:
If id 0 == max{id 0 , · · · , id n }: 11:
send request message for sending code 12: End If
13: End If
In CDVVA scheme, Code Mules with larger id values will do more broadcast and consume more energy than the Code Mules with smaller id values. But this can be ignored compared to the energy consumed by driving the car. And the method to determine a broadcast CM in a cars-meet case also can be replaced by other methods.
Obviously, by using the CDVVA scheme, A Code Mule that stored new version update code can transmit the update code to other Code Mules without more overhead. It can make Code Mules get the update code in an earlier time and improve the completion rate and the speed of code dissemination eventually.
D. THE R2V COMBINED V2V SCHEME
In fact, the CDRSDA Scheme and CDVVA Scheme can be combined easily to achieve even better performance, we call it the R2V combined V2V Scheme (short as R2V-V2V Scheme). As shown in FIGURE 9, this scheme enables three ways for Code Mules to get update code: C2V, R2V, V2V transmission. In the R2V-V2V Scheme, the main process of RSDs is the same as the CDRSDA and the main process of Code Mules is the main process in CDRSDA plus the main process in CDVVA Scheme. The main process of R2V-V2V Scheme is shown in Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5. The computation complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n) and computation complexity of Algorithm 5 is O(1).
V. EXPERIMENTS
To verify the effectiveness of the schemes that we proposed, it is necessary to conduct experiments. In this section, we will introduce the setup of our experiments, describe the experiment data and the preprocess of the data, show and explain the results of experiments.
A. THE EXPERIMENT SETUP
In our experiment, the experiment area is the main area of Rome which longitude from 41.7933 • N to 41.9924 • N and latitude from 12.3716 • E to 12.6168 • E. A random deploy method is used to deploy RSDs in the experiment area. And k-means deploy method is used to deploy Code Stations. This method is using a k-means clustering algorithm to cluster all RSD locations and the location of the cluster center of every group is used to deploy Code Station. Taxis running in the city are regarded as the candidate Code Mules. The running traces of CMs are decided by a real-world taxi trace dataset in Rome [62] . FIGURE 10 shows the visualization of this dataset.
To simplify the experiment, the whole experiment area is divided into hundreds of Unit Areas (UA). Each Unit Area is In order to conduct the experiments sufficiently, we designed 6 groups of experiments under the condition of number of RSDs from 100 to 600. There are 5 experiments in each group and all RSDs will be deployed randomly in each experiment. And four schemes will be compared in each experiment. To be more clearly, Table 2 shows the arrangement of the experiments. And the Traditional Scheme is used as a comparison scheme here. 
B. THE EXPERIMENT DATA AND PREPROCESS
In order to meet the requirement of the experiment, the raw dataset needs to preprocess. Table 2 lists the steps we used to process the raw dataset. And in the following, we will explain the interpolation step.
In the raw dataset, the time between records is uncertain, but most of that is less than one minute. But the CM can move the distance more than 1 km, which is more than 14 UA. The accuracy of the raw dataset cannot meet the requirement of the experiments. Therefore, an interpolation step is needed to meet the accuracy requirement. The linear interpolation method is used in the interpolation step. Equation (8) gives the expression of the linear interpolation method.
In order to reduce the error, the interpolation operation is used only if the time interval is less than one minute between two records. FIGURE 11 and FIGURE 12 show the trace points of a taxi on Feb 17, 2014, before and after the interpolation step respectively. It can be seen that the trace points become more continuous after the interpolation process. 
C. THE PERFORMANCE METRICS OF EXPERIMENTS
To show the effectiveness of the schemes, the analysis of our experiment results will be based on the following metrics:
(1) The Completion Rate (CR), as mentioned in definition 1 in section III part C.
(2) The Utilization Rate (UR), as mentioned in definition 5 in section IV part A.
(3) The code dissemination speed (CDS), since the CR is not the same after the end of the experiment, we compare the CDS which from 0% to a certain value x%, use CDS x to represent this. For example, the CDS 80 is the code dissemination speed from 0% CR to 80% CR. FIGURE 13 shows the changing of CR under different schemes in experiment No. 11. In FIGURE13, the gradient of four red lines (it seems three red lines because there are two lines overlap) represent the CDS 80 of four schemes respectively. CDS x can be calculated by the equation (9), where CR x denotes the completion which value is x% and T x represents the time reached x% CR.
. Comparison of changing of CR. VOLUME 7, 2019 (4) The ratio of CMs that stored code (RCC), as mentioned in section IV part A. It is helpful to figure out the reason why the CR or CDS of a scheme is low or high. FIGURE 14 shows the comparison of the final CR results of four schemes in all the 30 experiments. It can be seen that CDRSDA, CDVVA and R2V-V2V schemes proposed in this paper perform much better than Traditional scheme. The CR values of these three schemes are always higher than the that of Traditional scheme in all 30 experiments. Comparing to the Traditional scheme, the R2V-V2V scheme has an up to 35 .42% improvement and the least improvement about 0.52%, average improvement about 7.29%. The CDRSDA scheme has the same maximum and minimum improvement and has average 7.26% improvement. The CDVVA scheme has a maximum of 34.72% and a minimum of 0.52% and average 6.87% improvement. Moreover, these three schemes show more stable performance on the CR than the Traditional Scheme. Since the final CR results of CDRSDA, CDVVA and Combine schemes are very close, we compare three schemes in the FIGURE 15. It can be seen that Combine Scheme always has better performance than other schemes. But CDRSDA Scheme has the same performance in the most case except three which mark with red dotted frame. And the CDVVA Scheme has a little lower CR than other schemes in most experiments but the difference is quite small.
D. COMPARISON OF CR

E. COMPARISON OF UR
Then, we show the results of UR of four schemes in 30 experiments. As can be seen in FIGURE 16, CDRSDA Scheme, CDVVA Scheme, and Combine Scheme are at a very high level of UR, the UR of these schemes are above 97% in all the experiments. The UR of Traditional Scheme is very fluctuating, it can reach 99.5% but also down to 73.5%. CDRSDA Scheme, CDVVA Scheme and Combine Scheme are better than Traditional Scheme both in the UR and the fluctuation of UR. Compared with the Traditional Scheme, the Combine Scheme has an improvement 35.37% maximum and 0.50% minimum and has a 7.11% average improvement. For the UR fluctuation of four schemes, the standard deviations of UR in all experiments are measured. The standard deviations of Traditional Scheme, CDRSDA, CDVVA and Combine Scheme are 5.06%, 0.21%, 0.5%, 0.20%. Obviously, these three schemes are much more stable than Traditional Scheme.
Since the UR of CDRSDA Scheme, CDVVA Scheme and Combine Scheme has a very small difference in FIGURE 16 , FIGURE 17 shows the comparison of these three schemes more clearly. It can be seen that R2V-V2V Scheme has the best performance and the UR reach 100% in 20 experiments. Table 1 , all the experiments are divided into 6 groups and the number of RSDs of group 1 -6 is 100 -600 respectively. The average UR in different groups is compared and shown in FIGURE 18 and FIGURE 19 . It can be seen that the average UR increases as the number of RSD increases in general. The increase in UR of Traditional Scheme is most obvious and the increasing trend of UR of the other three scheme can also be observed in 
As listed in
F. COMPARISON OF CDS
We compared the CDS 60 , CDS 70 , CDS 80 of four schemes and show the result in FIGURE 21, FIGURE 22, FIGURE 23 separately. As can be seen from these figures overall, the scheme rankings from best to worst for CDS performance are R2V-V2V Scheme, CDRSDA Scheme, CDVVA Scheme, and Traditional Scheme. And for the same scheme, On the other hand, the variation between different experiments on the CDS of CDRSDA, CDVVA and R2V-V2V Scheme is large than that of Traditional Scheme. And the number of RSDs influence much on the CDS of these three schemes. This influence is shown more clearly on the FIGURE 24, FIGURE 25, FIGURE 26 in which we compared the group average CDS. It can be seen from FIGURE 24 that the differences between maximum group average CDS 60 time (84h). It can be seen from FIGURE 27, the CDRSDA and CDVVA and R2V-V2V Scheme can reach 60% CR within 84h in all experiment while Traditional Scheme cannot reach 60% CR in 7 experiments. And it can be seen from FIGURE 28, the CDRSDA and CDVVA can reach 70% CR within 84h except for 1 experiment and the CDVVA can reach 70% CR within the same time except for 2 experiments while the Traditional Scheme can reach the same CR within the same time only in 14 experiments (less than half of all experiments). Finally, for the time that reaches 80% CR, CDRSDA and R2V-V2V Scheme within 84h in 27 experiments and CDVVA within 84h in 21 experiments while Traditional Scheme within 84h only in 5 experiments. FIGURE 31 shows the comparison of max RCC that four schemes reach in every experiment. As can be seen from the FIGURE 31, the CDRSDA, CDVVA, R2V-V2V Scheme has the same max RCC in all 30 experiments and the max RCC of these three schemes is very high that more than 95% in all experiments and reach 100% in 26 experiments. While the max RCC of the Traditional Scheme has a very poor performance which fluctuates from 45.45% to 97.3%. Compared to the Traditional Scheme, these three schemes have max 120% and min 2.8% and average 37.8% improvement on the max RCC. FIGURE 30 shows the comparison of time that reach max of four schemes. It can be seen that, the CDRSDA and R2V-V2V scheme can reach the max RCC within 84h in 23 experiments and the CDVVA scheme can reach the max RCC within 84h in 16 experiments. While the Traditional Scheme reach the max RCC in 112h at least. And the average time that reach max RCC of Traditional, CDRSDA, CDVVA and R2V-V2V Scheme is 155.3h, 85.5h, 90.6h, 84.4h respectively. Compared to the Traditional Scheme, the average time that reach max RCC of the CDRSDA, CDVVA and R2V-V2V schemes is reduced by 44.9%, 41.7% and 45.6%. FIGURE 32 shows the changing of RCC with time in four schemes in Experiment NO.11. It can be seen that the RCC increase very fast in CDRSDA, CDVVA and R2V-V2V Scheme, and the RCC reach above 90% in 84h. While the Traditional Scheme is very slow and the RCC only reach less than 40% in 84h. Compare to the Traditional Scheme, three schemes proposed in this paper can improve the RCC immediately after very soon of the beginning. That means code mules can get the update code earlier. And that can make sure the code dissemination task be conducted with a higher success rate. This is the reason why the three schemes can improve the CR and CDS according to the analysis in section IV part A.
G. COMPARISON OF RCC
H. THE CONCLUSION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
According to the results and analysis above, it shows that the CDRSDA, CDVVA, R2V-V2V scheme that proposed in this paper can improve the performance of code dissemination on CR and CDS. Compared to the Traditional Scheme, these three schemes have up to 35.42% improvement on CR, and even more than 100% improvement on CDS. For the comparison of these three schemes, the R2V-V2V scheme has the best performance on both CR and CDS, and next is the CDRSDA scheme, and then is the CDVVA scheme. In fact, there is a weak point in CDRSDA scheme and R2V-V2V scheme. Because these two schemes need RSDs to transmit update code to Code Mules which means RSDs will consume more energy, these schemes are suitable for the applications that RSDs can get energy after deployment as such RSDs with a solar battery. The CDVVA will not increase the energy consumption of RSDs and it is suitable for the applications that RSDs with limited energy.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed three schemes: the CDRSDA Scheme, the CDVVA Scheme, the R2V-V2V Scheme to improve the performance of completion rate and code dissemination speed in the code dissemination architecture. In general, these three schemes improve the performance by making more Code Mules get the update code earlier. The CDRSDA Scheme achieves this goal by enabling the transmission from RSDs that have received update code to Code Mules. The CDVVA Scheme achieves this goal by enabling the transmission from Code Mules that stored update code to the Code Mules that no update code. And the R2V-V2V Scheme is the combination of the CDRSDA Scheme and CDVVA Scheme. After the compare experiments and analysis of the experiment results, these three schemes show the obvious improvement compared with the Traditional scheme. They have a maximum of 35.42% improvement on the CR and an average of more than 68% improvement on the CDS.
The vehicular network or V2X technology that researched in the previous works are in the applications of Intelligent Traffic System. Most works improve on the Wi-Fi-based (DSRC) or Cellular-based (LTE-V2X) V2X technology to meet the restrict requirement of delay and reliability in applications of Intelligent Traffic System. There are few works to research applying the V2X technology in the smart city IoT. This paper use V2X technology to disseminate the update code to roadside smart devices is actually the application of V2X in the IoT area rather than the Intelligent Traffic System. In the system model of our paper, the Roadside Smart Devices, Code Stations and Code Mules (vehicles) actually consist a city-wide delay-tolerant IoT. Update code can replace the manual maintenance of Roadside Smart Devices, especially in the software aspect. This is a new low-cost paradigm of IoT. And the proposed CDRSDA, CDVVA and R2V-V2V Scheme in this paper improved the problems in this paradigm without adding any cost. This makes the paradigm of IoT more usable in the real world.
